Literacy
Teaching and Learning
As a core subject, children will be timetabled at least an hour of English each day. This can
include a combination of it’s different elements: reading, writing, speaking and listening and
for our younger children, phonics through RWI. Within writing, some of the tasks could be
based upon SPaG (Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar) or handwriting. Within each week, there
will also be opportunities to write in further detail, exploring different genres. Reading can
include comprehension activities, or reading using our online programmes or simply a book at
home.
Book literacy is something we are keen to promote. This involves studying a text, then
producing written work based on the themes or characters within that text. This gives children
the chance to develop both reading skills (such as inference and understanding vocabulary) and
writing ability, including use of the author’s ideas to improve their own writing.
Key Stage 2 classes are timetabled to have English Teams lessons as part of their weekly
delivery. This is an opportunity for teaching staff to model, answer questions, lead discussions
and establish expectations. Some English work, particularly comprehension tasks, will
sometimes be marked together during Teams meetings. Weekly spelling tests will also be
completed as part of the meetings, with scores taken. Teachers will feedback as regularly as
possible through emails, Marvellous Me messages and discussions within Teams meetings.
At KS2 level, it is important to understand that simply ‘completing a task’ will not necessarily
lead to praise. With most things, ‘all practice is good practice’, but this is not the case in
writing. The aim is for quality over quantity. We don’t want children to get into bad habits in
terms of their handwriting, punctuation and basic grammar. If a piece of writing is not up to
standard, this will be fed back. It is crucial that children do their best and take pride in their
work. All written work should be completed in English books, on lined paper or typed on a
computer.
In Key Stage 1, there is still a big emphasis on RWI and developing key skills in literacy. Your
tasks will often be explained or demonstrated through websites and videos. Feedback will be
in the form of emails, Marvellous Me messages or through weekly phone calls. There are no
daily Teams meetings in KS1, but there is a weekly opportunity to join in school groups to listen
to a story. This is also a chance to ask any questions.

Main focus of study for each class

Class

Topic

1

Sentence and Story Writing

2

Book Literacy – The Worst Witch

3

Book Literacy – World’s Worst Teachers

4

Book Literacy – Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

5

Book Literacy - Wonder

6

Book Literacy – Journey to Jo’Burg

In addition to this, RWI, comprehensions, SPaG and handwriting lessons will remain part of
the weekly routines.
Classes 5 and 6 have access to Reading Plus; KS1 and Reception class all have Reading Plus
logins.
Key Websites
Good websites for stories:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/stories
https://www.freechildrenstories.com/
https://www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/
Reading Plus (y5/6 – 3 x 30 minute slots weekly)
https://student.readingplus.com/seereader/api/sec/login
Username and password needed, as well as the site code - rpstjoh9
Reading Planet (KS1)
https://my.risingstars-uk.com/Default.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2f
Username and password needed, as well as the Centre ID – 200243
https://www.spag.com/ To be used as directed by class teachers.
https://www.theschoolrun.com/primary-grammar-glossary-for-parents - Grammar
terminology definitions
https://www.northroadprimaryschool.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/Glossary-ofGrammar-Terms-Year-6.pdf - Grammar definitions with examples
https://www.readingrockets.org/strategies/reciprocal_teaching - Reciprocal Reading
explained

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_d
ata/file/239784/English_Appendix_1_-_Spelling.pdf - National Curriculum Spelling
document – y3/4 list on p16 and y5/6 list on p23
http://fdslive.oup.com/www.oup.com/oxed/primary/literacy/Nelson-Handwriting-Lesson2020.pdf?region=uk – Free handwriting resource to try, using the Nelson style we use at
school.
Other useful websites to provide resources:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
https://www.thenational.academy/
https://www.primaryresources.co.uk/english/english.htm
Other Useful Resources
These may help you to support your child with their home learning:

This shows the sort of punctuation your child should be able to use, starting with y1 at the
top, then working down through the year groups.

A guide to handwriting letter formation.

Reading Rangers roles in order to help you discuss reading at home.

More tools to help your child improve their writing – these can all be found online too.

How will I know that my child is doing well?
In terms of reading, encourage your child to read aloud where possible. Reading together is
extremely valuable. When discussing the text, use the Reading Ranger tools of questioning,
predicting, summarising and clarifying in order to establish understanding of the text. This is
far more beneficial then re-telling the whole thing.
For writing, less is often more. Producing quality writing is far more important than writing
lots without much quality or purpose. Remind your children of expectations – think about
handwriting, spelling and punctuation. Try to use ambitious vocabulary where possible. Take (or
magpie) ideas from authors or texts to use in your own writing. Often, talking through or
planning written work is really helpful.
The key is to keep the children motivated. This balance, particularly when working at home can
be tricky. Short bursts of work, showing good concentration is ideal. We can only do our best!

Examples of Work
These will give you a good idea of the type and standard of work produced across the different
age groups, starting with y1 and working through to y6.

Friday 15th January
Romeo and Juliet Summary
1. The Montague and Capulet families lived in Verona, Italy. They were rival, rich families who
hated each other, regularly fighting. Romeo was a Montague, who attended a Capulet party in
disguise, after encouragement from his friends and cousins, Benvoleo and Mercutio.
2. Romeo was in love with Roseline, who unfortunately wasn’t interested in him. However, at
the party, Romeo instantly fell in love with another girl, although he didn’t know who she was.
3. Tibalt, a Capulet, recognised Romeo’s voice and instantly looked to cause trouble. Following
a quick scuffle, the head of the Capulets split them up. Both were allowed to stay. Romeo
therefore, got to know Juliet at the party. They fell in love with each other.
4. Romeo visited Juliet, despite the dangers. They decided to get married the next day, and
did so with the help of their friend Friar Lawrence. Romeo snuck back to Juliet’s again and
only began to return home at dawn.5. Romeo goes to celebrate his marriage with his friends –
but gets into a fight with Juliet’s cousin on his way. Tybalt kills Mercutio and Romeo avenges
his death by killing Tybalt.
6. The prince banishes Romeo because he killed Tybalt, both Juliet and Romeo were
devastated, Juliet’s father decides she should marry Paris, but she went to Friar Laurence
where they came up with a plan for the couple to be together again.
7. Juliet fakes her death and lies in a tomb. Romeo does not receive the message about the
plan and thinks Juliet is dead. Doubting, he went to Verona, Paris was also there coming to
mourn her death, Romeo killed him thinking that he was a grave robber. Romeo sees that
Juliet is ‘dead’.
8. Romeo drinks poison so he can be with Juliet in death. She wakes up to discover Romeo is
dead. Juliet herself seeing what has happened decided to kill herself with Romeo’s dagger
hoping she can be with Romeo forever.
9. The Capulet and Montague families vow never to argue again so there is no more
bloodshed.

